
Last Will and Testament
We, the Senior Class of '47, at the time of re-

tiring being supposedly of sane and sound mind,
do will and bequeath the following.

ARTICLE I
To the Faculty we leave the thought of our

being the best Senior Class.
ARTICLE II

To the returning cadets we leave our sympathy
and hope for '48.

ARTICLE III
Sympathy does no good so we leave to 'the rats

the board of education.
ARTICLE IV

Below are listed our individual traits, pastimes,
and the beneficiaries.

Due, Harden, and Arnold give their hot
trumpets to Albrecht.

Amos leaves his "Ugly Chile" to the Eubanks
brothers.

Bucettas gives the Dodgers to Manos.
Burch leaves the big Metropolis to anyone who

will take it.
Bell passes on his T. B. to Harrel.
Brown, H. leaves his basketballs to Baldwin.
Boyleston's personality goes to Mason.
Coffey leaves his love making ability to R.

Thompson.
Cannon's unpredictable neck goes to Jack Lee.
Crosby passes on his love to Felix "Doc"

Robinson.
Castelloe's radios go to Chahala.
Creel leaves his Sgt. stripes to Krasner.
Coleman bestowes upon Wingfield his "Hot

Rod".
Clark wills his nick-name to Ranno.
Cuevas, O. leaves his sax to Ganci.
de La Viez gives his managing ability to

Barber, T., and Carlisle.
Dunwoody entrusts Risher with the Bugle.
Dorsey gives his cards to Hunt.
Cubbedge leaves his goldey locks to Rice.
Old Man Eddy's protruding forehead goes to

Heron.
Ellis leaves his Savannah women to Paulsen.
English hands the office down to Hamilton.
Foley's artistic pen goes to Porter Gibson.
Fenters puts "Little" Watson in charge of his

horses.
Grim leaves his joy stick to Spink.
Green bequeaths his "all mighty history" book

to Lipsman.

Garrett's long legs go to Cotton.
Heaton leaves his gridiron glory to Weathering-

ton.
Holley, T. gives his ever lasting smile to'

Patrick.
Hutchinson bequeaths to Mikell the "Ceechie"

theory.
Harris hands his "Black" hair to Davis, T.
Hydrick leaves his ability to pull furloughs to

Kinard.
Hinson leaves his "Mighty might" to Me-

Daniels. .
Harmon gives his John Deeres to Nesmith.
Howard's tool kit is returned to its rightful

owner, Capt. Herbert.
Jarvis leaves his soup to Capt. Thompson.
Jones leaves his easy going ways 'to J. B. Jackson.
Jackson, J. "". passes on to Nic. Delorme his

technique.
Martin, F. gives the steel to Windy Worril.
Mann, J. leaves the "G. 1. Bill of Rights" to

Hicks.
McAbee's title "Blue Boy" goes to Spell.
Massey leaves his safety pens to Watts.
Ulmer's sleepy eyes go to Barrett.
Newton's camp fire boys are in charge of

Wuersch.
Norton leaves his twirling fingers to Bennett.
Parsons gives Deeter his "Golden Gloves."
Poppell leaves his job as "Post Master Gen." to

Shaeffer.
Powers lets T revallion have his "Damn

Yankee" traits.
Rodgers thinks Smith, W. will be able to carry

on at the air port.
Cole gives Holland back his quarters.
Snowden leaves his red hair to Cuevas, R.
Stallings, G's, ability to get sick at the time he

is on furlough goes to Morris.
Sawyer's manly ways go to "Pee Wee" Lewis.
Scheetz gives Fischer the freedom of his room.
Schoonmaker, Tison, _and Test give Jack Lee

full charge of the local talent.
Morgan awards his stick pad to Wilkinson.
Wallace leaves his baby blue eyes to Arnsdorff.
Watson, G. teaches his snappy sabre manual to

Elms.
Hobbs, H. leaves his gun to W orril.
Doubleday and du Fief leave this will to the

Annual Staff to be re-written.
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